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Meliora Testlab
Modern test management
from a cloud
A consistent, easily repeatable and efficient testing process is
very important for your enterprise. A good testing process helps
you to achieve better application quality and better return on your
investments. Meliora Testlab improves visibility of your quality process
and ensures a consistent outcome.
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Today, well-designed and engineered, business driven IT solutions

Meliora Testlab helps your enterprise’s quality management by

are fast becoming a key distinguishing and competitive factor for a

replacing obscurity with verification, by providing repeatability with

company’s business. Business value and profitability often hinge on

easier, quicker and more efficient testing, by bringing better traceability

the development organisation’s ability to consistently provide high

with analysis tools and centralized asset repository, by improving cost-

quality, reliable solutions that fully support business objectives in a

efficiency with better workflow and by minimizing the risk of expensive

timely, efficient, cost effective manner.

late discovered defects.

For an IT solution supplier better quality management enables better
profitability, more market penetration compared to competitors, more
capability to deliver and more satisfied customers. For enterprises that
are buying software, better quality management cuts costs, mitigates

Time detected
Cost to fix a defect

risk of budget overrun and risk of vendor lock-in, and drives better
collaboration with the supplier.
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Meliora in brief
Meliora Ltd supplies application lifecycle management and test
management software with related services for the global market.
Founders of Meliora Ltd have a long experience in software
development and quality management field. We want to help our
customers to purchase or to develop IT systems more successfully.

Secure, cost-efficient tool as a service
Benefits

Key features
REQUIREMENTS MANAGEMENT POWERFUL REPORTING

»» Gather the requirements, design the testing and track the progress
of your projects in a single tool
»» Unify your quality assets including your functional, automatic,
security and performance testing
»» Drive collaboration between your customer and your development,
testing and operational teams

TEST CASE DESIGN

CONFIGURABLE FIELDS

EXECUTION PLANNING

IN-BUILT USER MANAGEMENT

INTUITIVE TEST EXECUTION

CONFIGURABLE WORKFLOWS

ISSUE MANAGEMENT

E-MAIL NOTIFICATIONS

TEST COVERAGE ANALYSIS

EVENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS

DATA IMPORT AND EXPORT

DASHBOARD WITH METRICS

Integrates with ease

»» More productive testing, easier to repeat
»» Define and ensure that a certain workflow is followed in your
projects
»» Adapt Testlab to your processes, instead of adapting your
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WEBHOOKS

processes to a chosen tool
»» Deploy Testlab as a service - in 5 minutes
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Testlab combines all the work around development in unique way.
The work of different parties will combine seamlessly together.
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»» Easy to use, platform independent and browser based solution

Get the Testlab
Our goal is that Meliora Testlab is used as efficiently as possible in your enterprise. Each deployment is tailored to your needs for example
using following precedure:

Phase 1:
Survey

Phase 2:
Training

Phase 3:
Deployment project

Phase 4:
Production usage
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